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Greetings, Color Lovers!

BEVERLY ASH GILBERT

IN THIS ISSUE

In this, our second issue, we are thrilled to offer you color inspiration
from one of our favorite artists, Jamie Cloud Eakin (page 8).
We’ve addressed two of your questions (pages 1 and 3), which are
very common color issues we’ve encountered in our color adventures.
And our tasty inspiration palettes on page 13 are almost better than
chocolate! You’ll love the mouth watering combination of muted,
pastel, and saturated tones.
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-Margie & Beverly

Margie Says:
I’m going to focus more on process
than on color solutions to answer
this question.
I think you’re asking what process
I use when I must incorporate a
particular bead within a prescribed
palette. For example, if I’m working
with a customer whose beads have
sentimental value and they insist I
use them.

Q

How do you decide
to go with a certain
bead color when
it does not really
match the color palette you
are trying to achieve, and
it is a bit–or a lot–different
from the rest of the beads or
gems you hope to use?

Whereas this might be initially frustrating, a challenge
like this can lead to an exhilarating stretch of your
creativity. Placing limitations can be a fantastic way
to learn things you never would have explored if given
free rein. In a music writing course I took, we had
assignments to write music using only 5 notes. I was
astounded at what I created with such a limitation.
It forced me to break through assumptions, prior
learnings, and weak first attemps. It forced me to stop
leaning on what I knew and venture into the Unknown.
It pushed me out of my comfort zone. I found the
© 2012 Margie Deeb and Beverly Ash Gilbert. Some rights reserved.

-Pamela Takeshige

Beverly Says:

T

HIS HAPPENS ALL OF THE
time for me: I am looking
for an exact color that I can see
in my mind, but I just can’t seem
to find it in the beads I would like
to use in my piece. (Pursuit of
exactly the right color is also why
my bead stash has taken over our
house!)

Depending on the project, I
approach this challenge in different ways. If I am
creating a piece with discrete beads, such as stringing,
wire work or bead embroidery, I may have to give up a
bit of my color control and go with something a shade
darker or lighter or with a slightly different undertone
(cool grey instead of saturated). But perhaps I am
able to find a single accent bead in the color I want,
it is just that the color isn’t available in the bulk of
the medium I am using in my project. In this case,
I will use that accent bead in a focal location, then
work up to it in color on either side, or choose a darker
background to make it pop. Here is an example of

courage to leave the familiar and the convenient,
and initiate a deeper state of creativity and newness.
I learned more and had more fun than I thought
possible using that restricted range of variables.
Approaching challenge with a spirit of adventure is
the most important aspect of the process; far more
important than the colors themselves. If your spirit is
fully engaged, chances are you will resolve the issue
wonderfully, or have a blast trying, or both.
Steeped in the excitement of “what can I learn?”
I’d pull out my color wheels... all of them. I’d begin
looking for a path, a direction that would offer
coherence where I presently see none. I’d check out
different geometrical configurations with some of the
colors present in the bead(s) I’ve been asked to use.
Then I’d ask the beads themselves what they want.
They’ll talk to you if you’re willing to listen. I’m not
saying they are conscious beings and that you’ll hear
actual words. I mean “talk” in the metaphorical
sense: if you get still and open yourself to solutions,
they’ll come to you. Either at that moment, or later,
maybe even hours later, you’ll see something that
inspires you or catches your eye that leads to a
solution. Many of you do this already without being
fully aware that you do it.
Another version of listening for the solution I like is
this: I imagine the future (days or weeks from now)
when I’ve completed the piece and am happy with it.
I don’t envision how it looks, I simply imagine how
I’m feeling having completed the challenge. I ask that
me of the future to help me now. I ask the completed
piece of the future to help make itself known to me
now.
For me creating is as much about the journey–the joy
I derive from the process–as the result. When I let
myself revel in the joy of the adventure is when I have
the most fun. I face problems with an enthusiastic
“bring it on” attitude. I have more energy to go farther.
It is one of the greatest joys I know. n

some lovely dichroic beads
with an intense aqua that
I might not be able to
find without appearing too
green or too blue. However,
surrounding the accents
with a darker, less intense
shade, might actually make
the accent beads pop more than they would have if
surrounded by the exact match.
If I am
beadweaving
with a bead soup
I can achieve
the look of the
color I want,
without actually
using that
specific color, by simply approaching the color from
all directions. Here is an example – I love the color
of paprika, rich, earthy orange-red, but wasn’t able to
find seed beads in exactly that color. They were either
too bright, too
saturated, too
red, too gold,
too brown. So
I gathered all
of the seed
beads I could
find from
orange and
red to warm
brown and
even copper (in fact most tones of red through orange
shown on this segment of the color wheel) and poured
them into a pile. The
result is a mix that looks
like the paprika color I
was after even though
none of the individual
seed beads were that
exact color. n
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Q

I always tend to
use the same
colors: purple
and green. I
love them, but want to
break out of my comfort
zone. Any advice?
-Susan

Beverly Says:

Y

OUR PROBLEM IS NOT UNIQUE! WE ALL HAVE FAVORITE COLOR
combinations that we use over and over – we know they work which
fills us with confidence, and by surrounding ourselves with our favorite
colors we feel good!
My suggestion is to start slowly by simply expanding your favorite color
combination.
First, look for inspiration
– notice how other
artists, nature included,
might add more shades
of purple and green
than what you might
typically use. And grab
your color wheel to see
what else looks yummy
with these two colors.
Here is an example.
This deep purple
columbine, when
backlit, shows a
multitude of purples
from a pale purple that
is almost white to a
deep dark black-purple.
The green of the stem,
leaves and background
also varies in shade.
The stamens are yellow. Look closely and you will see a pink spike in the
background (actually a foxglove) that I think really makes this photo pop. When
taken all together, the purple, green, yellow and pink form a tetrad on the color
wheel.
So as a first step, spruce up your favorite combo with a variety of shades, then
add a pop of pink or a bit of yellow. Remember you don’t have to add all of the
colors in the color wheel relationship – just the ones that speak to you at the
time! (continued on next page)

© 2012 Margie Deeb and Beverly Ash Gilbert. Some rights reserved.
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Earrings with 3 parts of the tetrad

Add both Yellow and Pink for the full tetrad

For the earrings above, I focused on yellow
greens and added a pop of pink. In the
medley of beads, though purple and green
take center stage, yellow and pink are
both present creating a very dynamic color
palette.
By doing this exercise you have even more
color combinations at your finger tips!
Zero in on sections of the medley of beads
above and voila!
Tp the right are two more color
combinations that haven’t deviated very
much from your original favorite.

Purple/Yellow complementary

Green/Pink complementary

Now try other color relationships on the
color wheel that already include Purple
and Green. Notice how they make a triad
with Orange. You could use all three colors
together, or work with just 2 of the 3. At
the bottom left is a sample where I used
Purple and Orange, but the neckpiece
looks really yummy worn with an earthy
green dress.
These exercises will help make you familiar
with using a color wheel. So spin away
and start playing with all the different color
combinations that sing to you! n
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Q

I always tend to
use the same
colors: purple
and green. I
love them, but want to
break out of my comfort
zone. Any advice?
-Susan

Margie Says:

B

EVERLY’S ANSWER (PAGES 4 AND 5) IS AN ENTICING, POWERFUL,
and delightfully struggle-free way to venture into other combinations
without veering too far from your home of purple and green (and what a
beautiful home that is). The only thing I would add to it is encouragement
to go for it... wholeheartedly.
After you have, try the following. It’ll take you farther from home, but if you’ve
taken the journey with Beverly, you’ll be ready.
Since I don’t want you leaving home without an anchor, we’ll continue to use
purple or green, yet only as an accent this time. This will provide you with some
degree of comfort. Let’s continue to use green.
With green as an accent, let’s pull out the color wheel and choose a palette and
a dominant. Because you’re venturing out of your comfort zone, I suggest you
use a palette that is easy to harmonize when it comes to proportions. I choose
a modified triad. The 3 members of the triad are close to each other, but not
contigent (touching) on the wheel (Figure 1).
We have three modified triads that contain green to choose from:

1

2

3

Figure 1
Modified triads
Modified triads are created
by choosing three colors on
the wheel, each with only one
space separating them instead

If we go with triad #1, we’ll be using a violet, which is next door to purple, the
color you’re trying to move away from using.
If we go with triad #3, you’re close to using a complementary harmony, which
I am steering you away from at this time. (When you feel more confident about
new colors, this one would be a robust challenge to take on.)

of the two spaces used to

So let’s use triad #2.

create complementary triads.

We know green is our accent. Now to choose a dominant... will it be cyan or
yellow?

Because of this modification,
they are more subdued than
complementary triads. They are
similar to analogous schemes,
but show slightly more contrast.
The contrast occurs because the
colors at either end of the arc are
further apart than a three-color

Yellow will be more of a challenge than cyan: it is a bright, luminous color.
When used as a dominant it creates a very specific look, one that may not
match a lot of clothing, especially if yellow is not your favorite color.
Cyans and aquas are very popular, as are tropical color schemes, which
this triad easily slips into. And aqua, if it has a limited amount of green in it,
harmonizes with all skin tones.
Color wheels are jumping off points, not rigid rules to be followed. We’ll begin
there and take liberties as we go.

analogous arc.

© 2012 Margie Deeb and Beverly Ash Gilbert. Some rights reserved.
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Pastel

Cool Earthtones - Dark

Saturated

Cool Earthtones - Light

Warm Earthtones - Dark

Warm Earthtones - Light
I’ve used each one of Beverly’s Eye For Color wheels,
and pulled out the swatches of our modified triad.
We could use any of the triads on any of the 6 wheels
for a beautiful palette because within each wheel, the
colors are of similar saturation. The wheel has picked
out our colors for us.
However, I want something slightly more unusual–and
challenging. To arive at that I’m going to “mix the
wheels” by choosing colors from different wheels.

The most important thing I am aiming for is a balance of
lights and darks. I am also aiming for a balance of saturation:
I don’t want too many muted colors, or the palette could get
muddy. I don’t want to many brights, because that is not the
kind of palette I am in the mood for right now.
Pulling from the pastel, saturated, cool earthtones dark,
warm earthtones dark, and warm earthtones light, here are
the swatches I’ve chosen:

To choose the final palette memebers, I pulled
swatches and laid them in a line, and on top of
other swaches so I could see how they’d work when
contingent.
© 2012 Margie Deeb and Beverly Ash Gilbert. Some rights reserved.
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This is a somewhat unusual
palette, sophisticated in its
complexity because it offers a
range of different temperatures
and saturations. Yet, because it
remains in one quadrant of the
color wheel, it offers a degree
of ease when working with it.
From here I would play with
proportions: how much to use

of each palette member, which
to use for the dominant hue (or
family of hues), and which to
use as accents.
I also like to arrange the colors
looking for which colors work
better next to each other.
Contingent relationships affect
the entire palette.

© 2012 Margie Deeb and Beverly Ash Gilbert. Some rights reserved.
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Meet Colorist Extraordinaire

Jamie
Cloud
Eakin
W

E TEACHERS AND AUTHORS ARE LUCKY: WE HAVE THE

opportunity to meet so many extraordinary people and artists. A

particulary talented artist we’ve have had the privilege of working with
is Jamie Cloud Eakin. We consider her one of the finest color artists
we know, a true Color Queen whose special domain is stones.
Her color is simultaneously sylish and practical. She works as
easily with muted earth tones as she does with vivid saturated
explosions. Her color choices complement each piece, making
the color look as natural as the stones and focal beads she
embellishes. Jamie’s been contributing to Margie’s twice yearly
Color Report for Bead & Jewelry Artists for years, and her
creations always astonish us in their design and color. We
hope she inspires you as much as she inspires us.

1.Where do you get ideas for your beadwork and the colors you use?
The short answer is “everywhere”! And, as with many other people,
there are more ideas than time to execute. So, I keep a “design
journal” where I have rough drawings, notes of color combinations,
pictures of things and color samples that inspire a design. I really
like to look at all types of jewelry and see how I would adapt that
design into beadwork, particularly bead embroidery. So, I keep some
pictures printed in black and white because the inspiration is the
lines and structure. Other things, I’ll print in color if it is the colors that stimulate me
even if I don’t particularly like the design. I am open to getting ideas anywhere and
everywhere, which I think it is actually a mindset that you can develop. Of course
there is a caution… you may find yourself so inspired that there are too many ideas,
and it is difficult to pick which one to work on!

Glass cabochon by Candace
Cloud Mclean, Czech glass beads

© 2012 Margie Deeb and Beverly Ash Gilbert. Some rights reserved.
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b

a

c
involves switching to
glass from stone since
those colors are usually
not represented in genuine
stones (unless they are dyed).
So, I go on a glass binge to work with
really bright vibrant colors.

2. How do you move out
of your color comfort
zone?
Actually, my comfort
zone is in the brown,
beige, grey, black areas…
the neutrals that many
people find boring. My
passion is really in stones, I
love jaspers and agates and
those overwhelmingly are in
the neutral colors. So, I’m not
sure my comfort zone comes
from the colors as much as it
comes from the materials. And
when I think about it, it isn’t really a
comfort zone, it is an inspiration zone.
I love it there! As far as “comfort”, I’m not sure
I have only one comfort zone anymore. Rather,
I’ve developed many comfort zones. When I first
started beading, there were colors that I found
difficult to use in designs as a primary
color… red was one and pink was
another. But, I simply forced myself
to work with these colors because they
are popular colors. Over time, I’ve become
comfortable with those colors, and can’t think
of one I dislike working with. I’ve found
that what helps is familiarity with the color,
combining with other colors that I find easy
to work with, and also using in designs that
I’m excited to try. All of those things help.
In other words, the “Just Do It” works if you
give it time and practice. If I have been out of
the studio for a while and need to get going,
I’ll start with the colors that make me sing
(those boring neutrals, using stones). When my
juices are flowing I have to bring in the greens
which lead to blues and purples, and finally the
reds. I personally like yellows and oranges, but I
find those more difficult to sell so I limit my use of
those. I like bright vibrant colors, but that typically
© 2012 Margie Deeb and Beverly Ash Gilbert.
Some rights reserved.

3.You use monochromatic color palettes
very successfully – what advice do
have to those who want to make their
monochromatic palettes exciting?

d

I love a monochromatic look, particularly since
this is jewelry and monochromatic pieces are so easy
to wear, often becoming the component that really
makes an outfit. Monochromatic work is fabulous to
concentrate on lines and textures. I like using one
color and getting texture by different bead finishes
(pearl, opaque, matte, metallic, etc), and of course,
using different techniques. The finishes provide a
texture even if the bead is the same color,
and the techniques can change the
topography for an increased texture. For
me, there really is a thing as “too much”. I’ll
design something which could be viewed as an
over-the-top design but do it monochromatic and
it looks great. If there were lots of colors with
lots of texture and lots of lines in the design,
well, it can get too confused for me to like it.
Monochromatic pieces let you make a different
kind of statement with the piece, one that is
bold but subtle at the same time. You can include
beads that are the same color but a shade lighter
or darker. If I want to veer off track a bit I’ll use a
highlight that is another color. So, if I’m working
with blue, I’ll use a blue that tends toward purple, or
a blue that tends toward green (the colors next to it
on the color wheel). Or, I’ll cross over to an opposite
color; one of my favorite combinations is green and
purple.

9

e

4.You flow
from one
color to
another
beautifully
in Fancy
Jasper.
Any tips
on pulling
together
multiple
colors in a
piece?

What works for me
is to combine colors
that I see as being the
same intensity, they give me the same emotional feeling.
I’m sure Margie and Beverly can give this a better, more
technical explanation, but for me it relates to the feeling
I get from the colors. In Fancy Jasper, all of these colors
are muted, greyish, and have the same feeling, so I
knew they would combine well. To determine the order
(which one is next to which one) I simply laid them
out and moved them around until I found the order I
liked and I thought would give a balance to the piece. I
enjoy putting various colors together that have the same
intensity. So, in Fancy Jasper they are all muted, but
in other situations, they can be intense, or pastels. My
advice is to find something about the colors that unify
them in your eye, which for me is the intensity.

5. What kinds of colors (and color combinations) are you
most drawn to and why?
I like color combinations that have a clear voice… where
there is no confusion for me. The voice can be yelling
or whispering, but it is clear what is going on. The
inspiration that I work with the most is from a bead, or
cabochon or other component that I bought because I
liked it. I want the piece to make sense. Accordingly,
that component will drive my color selection, the bead
finishes I choose and also the design lines. If it is the

“star” of the
piece, then I want
to surround it
with a supporting
cast that makes it
look as good as
possible. So, if
there are dusty
colors, that to
me is a subtle
raspy voice, and
I won’t like it if
it is combined with
a clear soprano like
a fire engine red or
bright blue. Likewise,
if the colors are vibrant
primary colors, I don’t like
to include an off-key voice like
a whispering pastel. I like color
combinations that stay in the same
intensity of voice.

f

6. Are there any color families, or color combinations
that you find extra challenging? Why?
I have to like the color or the combination of colors
to get the juices flowing. If I don’t like it, then that
negativity impacts my ability to get excited about
the end product and the designs usually reflect the
struggle and aren’t great. If I really have to use the
colors, then I find a bead, cabochon, or other focal
that I do like and I’ll use it in the piece. I focus on
that component and work up a positive attitude that
can carry through the design. Sometimes I look at my
work and think “oh my, if one person did all that, then
they must be schizophrenic or have a multi-personality
disorder”. I’m not sure I have a particular style. For
me color families and combinations need to work with
the particular design. So, if I can enjoy lots of styles
of designs, then I can use and enjoy lots of colors and
color combinations. n

© 2012 Margie Deeb and Beverly Ash Gilbert. Some rights reserved.
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Carved wood leaf,
Chinese Picture Jasper,
Czech glass turtle,
Bronzite, Volcanic
Jasper, Tagnipis shell

Amethyst, Peridot,
Purple Mountain Jade,
Swarovski crystal

White turquoise, baroque
freshwater pearls, Swarovski
crystals, and seed beads

Jamie Cloud Eakin
A (page 9):

White plume agate, Muscovite, Ocean Jasper, Everlasting shell,
Pink Aventurine, Swarovski crystal

B (page 9):

Calcite, Moukite, hand carved Bone, Cream quartz

C (page 9):

Crazy Lace Agate, Sponge coral, Orange Aventurine, Bamboo Coral

D (page 9):

Druzy, Paua shell, hematite, black lip shell, freshwater pearl

E (page 10): Fance jasper
F (page 10): Purple agate, freshwater pearl, purple onyx, Iolite, Blue aventurine

© 2012 Margie Deeb and Beverly Ash Gilbert. Some rights reserved.
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Inspiration

Using this photo, Margie and Beverly have designed palettes on the next two pages.
Photo by Beverly Ash Gilbert

Do you see warm
or cool colors in
this photo?

How would you proportion
these six most prominent
colors into a palette?

© 2012 Margie Deeb and Beverly Ash Gilbert. Some rights reserved.
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Beverly’s Palettes:

O

UR EYES ARE IMMEDIATELY DRAWN TO THE FOCAL
point of a scene, a photo, a piece of jewelry. But the
success of the piece is in how that focal point dances with
the colors that surround it. In fact, the yummy coral hues
of this unfurling mum are so dramatic because of the soft
blue-grey background. So when drawing inspiration from this
photo, it is exciting to play with the proportions of coral and
blue-grey. Of course, don’t forget the bits of yellow-green
which make the entire palette pop.
The colors span the pastel and warm earthtone color wheels and could be
interpreted as a Split Complementary as shown.
We can shift the focus by altering the proportions of colors:

There are no constraints – we can keep playing with the basic color
relationship. One idea is to try bumping up the influence of yellow-green
until it is equally as dominant as the corals and blue-greys:

© 2012 Margie Deeb and Beverly Ash Gilbert. Some rights reserved.
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Margie’s Palette:

T

HIS MUM GLOWS WITH THE WARM UNDERTONES OF
a spring palette and Beverly has shown you various
workable proportions of warm pinks and greens accentuated
with warm greys.
Many of us, however, crave cool undertones. And if you look
closely you’ll find nature offers both warm and cool choices all
within one flower. Notice the cool pink of the unfurling petals,
especially near the tips. At the base of the flower are cool
green leaves and in the lower left corner, very cool greys.
The palette below is pulled directly from the photo – a cool
alternative to the dominant warmth of the previous palettes.

© 2012 Margie Deeb and Beverly Ash Gilbert. Some rights reserved.
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Jenny Knight plays with proportion,
and cool and warm undertones in her
“Crocheted Poppy” series. Though
Jenny’s inspiration was drawn from
her neighbor’s poppies in Adelaide,
South Australia, this collection
echoes the palettes we drew from our
inspirational mum and we couldn’t
help sharing with you this explosion of
color possibilities!

“Poppy Series” by Jenny Knight
These brooches are part of my poppy series. They were crocheted in
hand dyed threads, some are embroidered on top and some have freeform beadwork. The centrepiece beads were made by a fellow T’Art
Collective artist (Julie Frahm) and seemed perfect for the poppies. I
was lucky enough to have neighbours who grew poppies for a couple
of years so I took a lot of photos to keep me going.
Contact: T’Arts Collective, Adelaide South Australia
www.tartscollective.com.au

© 2012 Margie Deeb and Beverly Ash Gilbert. Some rights reserved.
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Books by Jamie Cloud Eakin
Dimensional Bead Embroidery:
A Reference Guide to
Techniques

Beading with Cabochons:
Simple Techniques for Beautiful
Jewelry

Jamie Cloud Eakin is a
professional bead artist, teacher,
and perpetual student of her craft.
For over a decade, her original
designs have been collected
by discriminating buyers in
fine galleries across the United
States. She has won numerous
awards for her beadwork and
has been featured in various
publications including The
Beaders Color Palette (WatsonGuptill 2008). Jamie is the author
of Beading with Cabochons (Lark
Books, 2005) and Bugle Bead
Bonanza (Lark Books 2010) and
Dimensional Bead Embroidery
(Lark Books 2011). Jamie’s books
are availablr at bead stores, online
bead shops, and at Amazon.com.
www.StudioJamie.com

Bugle Bead Bonanza:
A Sparkling Collection of
Jewelry Projects

© 2012 Margie Deeb and Beverly Ash Gilbert. Some rights reserved.
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About Margie Deeb

Artist, designer, author, musician, and color expert Margie Deeb is the
first to publish color information specifically addressing the challenges
presented by glass beads. Her books include the popular The Beader’s
Guide to Color and The Beader’s Color Palette, which the Library
Journal voted the Best Craft How-To book of 2009. Margie discussed
her approach to color on a 2008 episode of the PBS TV show “Beads,
Baubles and Jewels.”
Margie conducts color courses for artists, interior designers, and
beaders throughout the US. She teaches online classes in at CraftEdu.
Her art is featured in galleries across the country and in many books.
Twice a year she publishes the invaluable, seasonal Color Report for
Bead & Jewelry Designers, in conjunction with Pantone® the world’s
global color authority.
Her articles have appeared in Bead & Button and Beadwork magazines,
and she writes a regular color column in Step-by-Step Beads and for
the Softflex website. She publishes a free monthly color and design
column called Margie’s Muse. She is a contributing artist in many
books and compilations including Beading Across America.
Become a fan on Facebook, or visit Margie’s website for her online
classes, books, kits, jewelry, inspiration, and more:

www.MARGIEDEEB.com

About Beverly Ash Gilbert

Beverly Ash Gilbert is a free-form bead artist who loves
playing with color and pushing the boundaries of her
creativity. She thrives on sharing what she has learned
and helping student’s blast through their own creative
boundaries. She teachers workshops across the US and
shares her beadwork and photography know-how with all
that want to learn.
Beverly created numerous palettes in her popular
Bead Soup Collection and has written two very colorful
books: Eye For Color: Interchangeable Templates and
Color Wheel System, and Beaded Colorways: Creating
Freeform Beadweaving Projects and Palettes. She has
just published a new eBook: Dip Into Color and is a
contributing artist in: Beading Across America and Best
of America - Jewelry Artists, Vol 2.
Become a fan on Facebook, or visit Beverly’s website for
her beads, books, color wheels, inspiration, and more:

GilbertDesigns.net

www.

GilbertDesigns.net
For colorful conversation, inspiration
and more…
Join Beverly’s mailing list
Follow Beverly on Facebook:
http://www.facebook.com/EyeForColor
Follow Beverly’s blog:
Beverlygilbert.blogspot.com

No matter your expertise, the Eye For Color system will help you explore new color
combinations and enhance those you already know and love. This easy-to-use
tool allows you to isolate color relationships with two beautiful color wheels and
six snap-together interchangeable templates. Use these tools to visualize a wide
range of tones that blend beautifully together, and isolate the accents that will jazz
up your palette. Get inspired by the gorgeous color vignettes inside, then apply
these color combinations to your own projects. EYE FOR COLOR makes a great
home and studio companion for bead artists, home decorators, interior designers,
gardeners and anyone who enjoys working with color!
In Beaded Colorways I take you along with me on my journey from inspiration... to
color relationship... to bead soup palette... to freeform expression in beads!
Working with color is exhilarating and what better way to play with color than in
making bead soups and incorporating them in freeform beadweaving projects?
Just as a painter mixes different pigments on her palette, you will learn how
to make bead soups with depth and movement. I will show you how I go from
color inspirations to defining the color relationship using the color wheels and
templates included in the back of the book, to creating a palette of beads. The
numerous freeform projects in Beaded Colorways will give you countless ways to
use these beautiful mixes including color flow techniques that will show you how
to seamlessly blend from one color to the next.
Dip Into Color – an eBook
Do you love color? Yearn to use it in new and different ways? Then come along and
dip your fingers into the world of color. We will journey together from inspiration
through the various iterations of creating a personal palette. Along the way we
will learn the basic language of color in easy-to-visualize steps and understand
the importance of color attributes such as ‘value’, ‘undertones’ and ‘transitions’
when pulling colors together. Follow along as we use powerful tools to define then
enhance our color palette.
Get ready to fall in love with color again and again! But watch out – you may find
that a little dip just isn’t enough!
19

MARGIEDEEB.COM
The Bead Artists’ Complete Source for Color Mastery

The Beader’s Color Palette:
20 Creative Projects and
220 Inspired Combinations for
Beaded and Gemstone Jewelry
Gather from history, culture, and
our planet to create stunning color
schemes for beaded creations. (Paperback, 192 pages)
$24.95 US Dollars

The only book of its kind written specifically for
bead artists, The Beader’s Guide to Color teaches
beaders of all levels everything they need to know
about color to create unique and vibrant beadwork designs. Margie discusses psychological and
symbolic color associations, and ways in which
color can be used to create and accentuate pattern,
rhythm, and movement. 21 color schemes are described and illustrated in detail with accompanying
projects for all skill levels. (Paperback, 144 pages)

Keep in touch with
Margie, her publications,
events, and classes:

Margie’s Blog:
colorforbeadartists.com

$21.95 US Dollars

Beading Her Image illustrates the power and
beauty of the feminine in 15 seed bead patterns for
peyote, brick, square stitch, and loomwork. Women
from a wide range of times and cultures are woven
into tapestries, necklaces, and bracelets. The stunning and gorgeous color palettes that artist Margie
Deeb is known for adorn each piece.
Includes loom building instructions, finishing split
loom necklace instructions, and peyote, brick, and
looming instructions. (Paperback, 44 pages)
$19.95 US Dollars

Out On A Loom is a creative journey through color,
design, and form for the beginning to intermediate
level seed bead artist.
The soft cover book features 32 full-color pages of
detailed instructions, patterns, illustrations, and
diagrams for creating loom woven bracelets, minitapestries and split loom necklaces. Professional
and creative finishing techniques are provided so
each finished project can be a work of art.
(Paperback, 36 pages)

Join Margie’s color coterie:
margiedeeb.com/newsletter

$19.95 US Dollars
© 2012 Margie Deeb and Beverly Ash Gilbert. Some rights reserved.
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Beautiful Color Never Goes Out Of Style
Twice a year Margie publishes
the seasonal Color Report for
Bead & Jewelry
Designers based on Pantone’s
10 colors of the season. This
report is full of...

Download the
Spring/Summer
2012 PDF

• Ideas
• Inspiration from today’s
leading bead artists
• Delica, Swarovski, and
Gemstone References
• Color palettes
• Color harmony tips
In the suggested palettes section of

each page, I reference Pantone colors
from previous Color Reports (and give
the specific issue). You can find the
corresponding Swarovski and Delica
numbers in the previous issues, along
with suggested gemstones that represent
each color. These issues will always be
available online so that you’ll have the
resources you need to continue creating
great color schemes
Responses to Margie’s Color Report for Bead &
Jewelry Designers:

Download the
Fall/Winter 2011 PDF

Download the
Spring/Summer 2011 PDF

Download the
Fall/Winter 2010 PDF

Download the
Spring/Summer 2010 PDF

Download the
Fall/Winter 2009 PDF

Download the
Spring/Summer 2009 PDF

“I really like the color report - particularly
because there are colors that I probably
would not have considered or noticed and this
gives new directions to travel. I also REALLY
appreciated the listing of the gemstones.”
- Kathy L.
“Very helpful. I tend to work in certain palettes
over and over again, but seeing a different
palette helps me move out of my comfort zone.”
- Susan K.

© 2012 Margie Deeb and Beverly Ash Gilbert. Some rights reserved.
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